
CHEAT SHEET - TOSHIBA T1000 

- Put in New York or New Jersey diskette in disk drive on right hand side.  (Use New York 
diskette if you have a 212 area phone.  Use New Jersey diskette if you have a 201 area phone).

- Plug phone cord from phone jack in wall into back of Toshiba into connection marked 
WALL.

- Plug in power transformer into back of Toshiba.  Make sure it is tight.

DO NOT FORGET:  Turn power on for MODEM !!!  Switch is on back of Toshiba next to where 
you plugged in the phone cord.

- Turn power on for Toshiba.  Switch is on back of Toshiba.

- Wait for a A> prompt to appear.  This will take some thirty seconds.  If a message 
about the HARD DRIVE having lost it's format appears, just hit the ENTER key (the message appears if 
you have emptied the battery for an extended period of time).

- The dial to adjust the light and contrast of the screen is on the left hand side of the 
Toshiba.

The computer is now ready to be used.  The diskettes included with it can be used to 
access DOWJONES and our mainframe.  The computer is capable of running other 
applications as well.

DOWJONES: Type 'dowjones' and hit ENTER.  The Toshiba should automatically dial up DowJones via 
TymNet and bring you to the point where you enter your password.

MAINFRAME Type 'mainframe' and hit ENTER.  The Toshiba should automatically dial up our 
mainframe via TymNet and bring you to the VM logo.

TO QUIT: After signing off from DowJones/mainframe, just turn off BOTH the Toshiba AND THE 
MODEM.  Disconnect cables.



ABOUT THE BATTERY:
You can run the machine on the battery.  The green light above the keyboard indicates 
that you have enough power.  When the light turns red it is time to recharge the 
battery (just run the computer off the transformer for a while).  You can still run the 
computer with the red light on, but eventually the computer screen will just black out.  
YOU SHOULD ALWAYS BE ABLE TO CONTINUE USING THE TRANSFORMER.  There is a 
second light above the keyboard which indicates when you are using the disk drive.  
This light has nothing to do with the battery.  When the modem is powered on the 
battery light goes to red very quickly.  If you are not using the modem, the modem 
power should be off to extend the life of the battery charge.


